Applied Communication Division
VP & Program Planner: Dr. Noah Franken, nfranken@wtamu.edu
The Applied Communication Division invites paper and panel proposals for competitive
selection. We especially welcome works that address the convention theme, “Harboring Hope:
Rebuilding through Communication.” A broad interpretation of this theme is encouraged as
researchers explore how communication is, and will be, used in applied contexts.
The Applied Division welcomes research in all areas of applied communication research. The
Applied Communication Division will seek opportunities to co-sponsor panels with other
divisions related to these fields. Paper and panel submissions that support intersections among
disciplines are encouraged. Graduate students with current and ongoing research projects are
encouraged to submit.
Papers and panels may report empirical findings of applied research projects; advance applied
communication theory; discuss ways to apply communication research in organizations or
teaching; or review, critique or synthesize applied communication theories or methods. In
addition to traditional panels of related research presentations, we invite innovative panel
formats such as: round-table discussions addressing an important issue, interviews with
prominent scholars or spotlights on their work, discussions with local community members on
issues significant to the region, and workshops or collaborative discussions on applied research
and teaching.
Competitive Paper Submissions: All submissions must be electronically submitted to the SSCA
convention site. Submitted papers must include the following: (1) a title, 250-500 description of
the paper, (2) not exceed 25 pages, double-spaced (excluding abstract, references, tables, charts,
and appendices), and (3) follow APA style (1 inch margins on all sides, Times New Roman). For
the purposes of anonymous review, please omit all author-identifying information from the
manuscript. All papers submitted will be considered for the Division’s Top Paper Award. For
student papers, indicate “STUDENT” on the cover sheet. The Division’s Top Student Paper will
be submitted for consideration for the SSCA Bostrom Young Scholar Award.
Panel proposals must include the following: (1) a title for the panel, (2) a one-page rationale
justifying the significance of the proposed panel, (3) a brief (75-word) description for the
conference program, and (4) a list of all participants including names, affiliations and contact
information (e-mail, physical address and phone number).
Submissions must be submitted online no later than the end of the day on October 1, 2020.
Simply go to the paper submission site by clicking the conference website
(https://www.xcdsystem.com/ssca/abstract/index.cfm?ID=7Zb2tA0) and follow the link. To avoid
technical problems, early submission is strongly advised. Any submission not meeting the above
requirements will not be accepted for review. If you have additional questions, please contact
the Division Vice-Chair, Dr. Noah Franken, at nfranken@wtamu.edu.

